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#1 Goodreads Greatest Equestrian Romance!Set amid the horse show and racing scene of

Kentucky, Bits of Me follows the story of Melanie Wainright, a smart, independent woman who

leaves her advertising career in New York to escape a bad relationship. An ex-saddleseat rider with

connections in Kentucky, she drops everything to embark on a new career as marketing director for

a failing equestrian magazine. She's got no room for a man in her life until an encounter with a sexy

stranger, the hottest man she's ever seen, leaves her breathless. Jake Hamilton, a leading

Kentucky hunter/jumper trainer with dark secrets in his past, does not do relationships. But when

Melanie shows up in his social circles and then in his barn, he can't seem to stay away. If their trust

issues aren't bad enough, real danger in the form of former lovers and stalkers threaten to keep

them apart. Will Melanie and Jake be able to overcome their obstacles and find their way to each

other?A supporting cast of quirky friends and horse people are woven into this story with a bit of

humor, a bit of danger and a lot of heat.This is a stand alone novel, though there may be further

adventures for Jake and Melanie in the future.Not recommended for under 18. Strong sexual

content.
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Meghan makes the words come to life in this real believable romance novel. I could picture the

characters in my mind and see the events as they were happening.I enjoyed her writing style. The

book was easy to read and made me want to continue reading. She has a real talent and is quite

clever at putting words together. The double entendre example in the title clearly has a risquÃƒÂ©

flare to it and invites all lovers of the romance genre to take a closer look.

Wow!!! I received this book in the mail today and can't put it down. It is fresh and original while

scintillating. Definitely a must-read. I assume this is Meghan Scott's first work, I've searched and

been unable to find others. I hope there is more to come!

This is a very explicit book. Tells the relationship between a trainer and rider that he falls for. This is

one that will keep you wanting more!

Very hot book! Great steamy romantic story - exciting, unpredictable and everything else that I

wanted from this book! Highly recommended and very happy with my purchase! Keep it up Meghan!

Great book, with exiting plot and development between Melanie and Jake. I expect more great work

from the author in the future.

I received a copy of this book in exchange of an honest review.Bits of Me is a story about Melanie

Wainright, a young woman who recently relocated from NYC to Kentucky and Jake Hamilton. When

they meet, the sparks fly.As a horsewoman, I devour any book that has anything to do with horses.

You can tell throughout the book that this author knows horses which I was able to appreciate, but

the execution is not all there. Some of the dialogue, especially when Melanie was speaking, was

confusing and a bit stilted. I also found the plot predictable, but as a way to pass the day, it wasn't

too bad.The romance between Jake and Melanie was sweet and developed at a fairly natural pace

(no love at first sight which was a breath of fresh air).I also enjoyed Melanie and Amy's relationship,

but I didn't care for the name calling and found them immature at times.Overall, this book is an easy

read and perfect to waste the day away.For a more in-depth review, check us out at



bargainbookreviews.wordpress.com

Loved this book with the hunky, complex hero Jake, the career focused Mel, and the hilarious

roommate and supporting characters. The Equestrian content was accurate. The life of a show

jumper trainer was exactly right, and the sinister, creepy stalker was an uexpected twist. Looking

forward to more steamy equestrian romance from this author, and in the interim this book is

definitely worth a second read.

I loved every moment of this book. I am not usually a romance fan but this book has taken the cake
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